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Abstract—This letter describes an efficient algorithm to predict
the RF gas breakdown power threshold in microwave devices with
complex geometries. The two necessary calculations when investi-
gating such a phenomenon have been performed: on the one hand,
the computation of the electromagnetic fields inside the structure
and, on the other hand, the determination of the breakdown onset
itself. The electromagnetic fields are solved by means of modal
techniques and coupled to the free electron continuity equation,
which is solved by the Finite Element Method. Proceeding in this
way, a very simple criterion to find out whether microwave corona
breakdown will take place is derived. This numerical implementa-
tion of the developed algorithms has been tested with other theo-
retical approaches and with experimental measurements, showing
very good agreement.
Index Terms—Electromagnetic simulation, gas discharge, high
power, microwave breakdown threshold, microwave filters.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N satellites, problems regarding RF breakdown due to gasdischarges [1] mainly arise during their launching due to the
atmospheric conditions. In terms of hardware design, the inter-
esting parameter to determine is the breakdown power threshold
of the discharge in order to avoid it. In the last years, a big effort
has been devoted to understand, model, and predict this break-
down onset (see e.g., [2]). In [3], a full numerical approach
based on finite differences has been developed in order to an-
alyze the gas breakdown onset in components based on rect-
angular waveguides. In this letter, we extend such a work in
order to deal with more complex passive waveguide components
based on arbitrary cross section shapes. By arbitrary shape it is
understood any cross section different from rectangular or cir-
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cular (i.e., ridged and multi-ridged waveguides are included in
this definition). In order to carry out the gas discharge analysis,
first of all, the electric field density inside the microwave device
has to be computed. Afterwards, this field distribution is cou-
pled to the electron density continuity equation, which is solved
by the Finite Element Method (FEM) in order to determine the
gas discharge RF power threshold.
II. COMPUTATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION
For an accurate gas discharge analysis, it is indispensable to
precisely know the electromagnetic field distribution inside the
microwave device. The electromagnetic characterization of the
component has been done, in this work, by means of a full-
wave analysis approach, which ensures a high accuracy and effi-
ciency, also for complex geometries like microwave filters. Such
a method is based on the integral equation technique and mi-
crowave network theory outlined in [4].
In order to compute the electromagnetic fields inside hollow
arbitrary waveguides, the BI-RME (Boundary Integral—Reso-
nant Mode Expansion) method [4] has been used. This modal
technique efficiently characterizes such arbitrarily-shaped
waveguides from the solution of integral equations resulting
into eigenvalue problems for both TM and TE modes. This
method has been successfully applied to the full-wave modal
analysis of any arbitrarily shaped waveguide in [5], and omitted
here for brevity.
III. GAS BREAKDOWN THEORY AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In order to calculate the gas discharge breakdown power
threshold, one has to compute the free electron density origi-
nated by ionization of the gas molecules inside the waveguide
structure. To do this, the continuity equation, which governs
the evolution of the electron density, must be solved [1]
(1)
where is the electron current density, is the diffusion
coefficient, and stand for the ionization and attachment
rates, respectively, and is the electron production rate from
external sources.
Generally, the relevant parameters and depend on
the microwave electric field , the gas pressure and
the frequency . However, in this work, we have
assumed that the diffusion coefficient only depends on the pres-
sure [2], and we have used the experimental coefficients for dry
air published in [6]. These parameters are given parametrically
in such a publication, which allows including them easily in
any numerical algorithm. Equation (1) has to be solved using
numerical methods if the particular device exhibits a complex 
geometry, and therefore the concomitant electric field is highly 
inhomogeneous. In this work, a finite element scheme has been 
used for solving (1) due to its feasibility for studying arbitrary 
geometries.
We assume that the initial and boundary conditions for the 
electron density are respectively given by
(2)
(3)
where the volume represents the spatial domain of the
problem, being its surface.
As a first step, we apply the unilateral Laplace transform to
(1). This way, the equation adopts the simplified expression
(4)
where and the trans-
formed boundary condition is .
Secondly, we consider the volume and apply Garlekins
method to (4). Then, we use Gauss theorem, imposing the
boundary conditions at . By following this procedure, we
obtain
(5)
being the test function.
The discretization of (5) gives
(6)
where and are matrices, whose elements are
defined as
being a basis function, with . Also
and are vectors whose elements are defined as
and the superscript denotes the transpose.
It is important to notice that the matrix involves the dy-
namics of the problem. It contains both a term related with the
diffusion of electrons in the gas, and also a balancing term con-
cerning the gain and loss of electrons by ionization and attach-
ment respectively. The increase of the applied electric field in-
side the microwave devices, due to an enhancement on the input
power, will affect the matrix and accordingly the matrix .
The algebraic problem represented by (6) can be transformed
in the following way:
(7)
If we diagonalize the resultant matrix of the product
, it is possible to substitute it by the similarity
transformation , where
represents a diagonal matrix,
whose diagonal elements are, in this case, the eigenvalues of
, and is the corresponding eigenvectors’ matrix.
Taking into account this transformation, (7) comes into the
following expression:
(8)
As a final step, we apply the inverse Laplace transform to (8)
in order to obtain the corresponding equation in time domain
(9)
where vector keeps the time-dependent coefficients
which belong to the representation of the electron density as a
linear combination of basis functions
(10)
This way, through (10), we obtain the space-time distribution of
the electron density.
Equations (9) and (10) show that the temporal evolution of the
electron density is governed entirely by the eigenvalues of the
matrix . For a certain power, the existence of at least
one negative eigenvalue of determines corona break-
down, since the electron density will grow exponentially in time.
Thus, we can define a univocal breakdown criterion based on the
eigenvalues of the matrix , whose diagonalization is
sufficient to determine if the discharge takes place. In order to
determine the breakdown threshold, an iterative procedure has
been followed: if, for a particular E field a negative eigenvalue
exists, the E field is decreased, otherwise, it is increased.
IV. RESULTS
As a first validation example, we have compared our algo-
rithm to the theoretical results presented in [7] for an infinite
circular waveguide. As shown in Fig. 1, the agreement between
Fig. 1. Gas breakdown electric field onset in a circular waveguide with radius
equal to 1 cm. The frequency is set to 10 GHz and the environment gas is dry
air.
Fig. 2. Breakdown power threshold versus pressure at 9.5 GHz for air.
both theoretical/numerical results is excellent, thus proving that
our algorithm has been successfully applied.
As a second example, we have considered a lowpass filter
based on rectangular waveguide for which the 3D structure and
the calculated breakdown RF power at 9.5 GHz are shown in
Fig. 2. It is seen that the agreement between experimental (ex-
tracted from [8]) and numerical results is very good. In this case,
only validation data around the minimum of the Paschen curve
were available for comparison.
Once the numerical approach has been experimentally val-
idated, a more complex structure has been studied. In partic-
ular, a 10-tooth waffle-iron filter extracted from [9] and shown
in Fig. 3(a) has been considered. The S-parameter response and
the electric field distribution for an input power of 1 W are
respectively shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Considering that the
filter is filled with air, we have calculated the breakdown power
threshold for 6 GHz, which is represented in Fig. 3(b).
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter we have derived an algorithm for the predic-
tion of the gas discharge breakdown threshold inside microwave
components, e.g., filters, with arbitrary geometries. Theoretical
results and measurements have been provided for several test
structures, showing very good agreement. A special case of a
Fig. 3. (a) Waffle-iron filter with S-parameter response compared to the results
from [9]. (b) Breakdown power threshold versus pressure at 6 GHz for air to-
gether with the transversal cross section of the electric field magnitude (at the
center of the filter in the propagation direction).
waffle-iron filter has been finally presented in order to show the
flexibility of the numerical method to cope with very complex
waveguide structures.
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